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ABSTRACT

The slope and curvature distributions of wind waves along

two principal axes (upwind-downwind and crosswind) have been

measured in a laboratory tank under various wind velocities.

In both directions, the slope distributions are very closely

Gaussian, and the components of the mean-square water-surface

slope vary logarithmically with the friction velocity of the

wind. As the wind velocity increases, the ratio between these

two components increaseL and falls between 0.5 and 0.6 at high

wind velocities in the gravity-governing regime of wind-wave

interaction. The radius of water-surface curvature, along either

direction of measurement, is found to be, generally, greater at

"a steeper viewing angle from the normal to the mean water sur-

face. The average radius of curvature of the disturbed surface

varies inversely with the friction velocity of the wind. The

ratio between the upwind-downwind and crosswind components of

the average radius of curvature is unity at all wind volocities,

indicating that the wind-disturbed water surface is isotropic

on the smallest scale. Other results include that both the

slope and curvature distributions are askewed along the upwind-

downwind direction, because of either the presence of parasitic

capillaries or the occurrence of wave breaking.

•jA
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1. INTRODUCTION

The wind-disturbed water surface features ripples riding

on long waves. There has been a great deal of interest in de-

termining, under various wind conditions, the statistical des-

criptions of the microstructure of the disturbed surface, the

pattern of ripples. These wavelets have been considered

(Phillips 1966) to be involved in the inception of wind waves

as well as in the dissipation of wave energy. In addition, the

microstructure has also been suggested to govern the reflection

and the backscattering of electro-magnetic waves (Newton and

Rouse 1972) impinging on, and radiation of thermal energy

(McGrath and Osborne 1973) from the air-sea interface.

Previous laboratory measurements (Schooley 1954, Cox 1958,

Wu 1971a) have sought to determine the upwind-downwind compo-

nents of mean-squar'e slopes of the disturbed water surface under

various wind velocities. Based on the friction velocity of the

wind, these laboratory-measured components alone were found (Wui

1971a) to be comparable with the total mean-square slopes mea-

sured in the field (Cox and Munk 1956). A probable explanation

of this discrepancy was suggested ear.lier (Wu 1971a) as due to

the narrowness of the tank limiting the growth of crosswind

components. The latter,, however, have not been previously mea-

Su,'ed in the laboratory. The distributions of upwind-downwind

curvatures of the disturbed waLer surfs', were also measured

(Wu 1972a), but, again, there have beon no measurements of'

crosswind components.

! !I
•2I
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In the present study, the distributions of upwind-downwind

and crosswind slopes and curvatures of the disturbed surface

were systematically measured under various wind velocities. The

results, containing the first complete description of the micro-

scopic structure of wind waves, are important for studying and

modeling of the air-sea interface. In addition, the comparisons

between the components measured along two principal axes, and

between field and laboratory results, may provide some insight

toward understanding energy transfer processes from wind to

waves and among wave components.

2. WIND AND WAVE CONDITIONS

The experiments have been conducted in a wind-wave tank,

which is 1.5 m wide and 2? m long. Mounted at the upwind endr of the tank is an axiat-Ctow fan, driven by a variable-apeed

motor; a permeable wave absorbeo is in.-tal.l.ed at the downwind

j: I end. Tho tank ia covered for the £i,'st 15 m to provide all

0.31-in high wind t11u11e abOve 1.A91-m dotpq) wntr chnziul*. The

maximum attainable wind velocity within thet tutinel i. VJ1 w/s.

The test soetlon is located at the middle 1o.nth of the tank,f The wind bountdary l ayer ov'r, the water ýiirfftee has beeni

survwyed with a p Ltt-atatic probh. Au reported eŽariter (WU

1968), the wind-vloeetty piofiles in the tunnel eotluw the log-

- rltthmic law (Schlichting 1968) nar,, but not ovwerly clone to,

the water surt'ace (Fliituro 1), where u U; the wind velocity mca-

:;sured above the mneani water sur1't••e. The friction velocity (i,)

of the winld and the i'oughleans .en|th (z)) of the wind boutdary

layer were deternmined from the wind-velocity profilo:
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u z z
UX -n(Z) 0

K TO' [

where K is the Karman universal constant. The results are plot-

ted in Figure 2, where U is the wind velocity measured at 2/3 of

the tunnel height above the mo, n water surface. On the basis of

the calculated friction velocity and rouglLness length, it was

deduced that the wind boundary layer in the present tank became

turbulent for U > 2.0 mr/s and became acrodynamically rough for

U > 2.5 m/s. Rhombic gravity wave cells were formed as soon as

the wind boundary layer became turbulent. As the wind velocity

increased beyond 3 m//s, parasitic capillaries were produced;

this is the surface-tension governing regime of wind-wave inter-

action (Wu 19)68). Wave breaking was observed at high wind vel-

ocities, U > 7 m/s, where gravity replaces surface tension as

the governing parameter of wino-wave interaction.

Frem the wave profiles measured with a conductivity probe,

the periods of more than 100 ba.fI.ic waves were obtained for each

wind velocity. The average wavelength (N) was then calculated

from the average period (P) and Is plotted in Figure 3. It is

noted that the wavelength was: determined from the wave perilod

with the influence of wind-inlduced drift currents (Wu 1973a, b)

taken into account through i7te rtions among the following ex-

pressions:

ia - (C m - C )/ V , a n d

f: i'?/c [2]
m
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where C is the phase velocity according to the dispersion re-

lationship, Cm is the measured phase velocity, g is the gravi-

tational acceleration, T is the surface tension, p is the density

of water, a is an experimentally determined coefficient, f is

the frequency, and V is the surface drift cur±,nt. The average
wavelength calculated here corres;ponds to the length of the

dominant wave; waves with their length longer than this length

are not saturated, and waves with their length shorter than

this length presumably fall into the equilibrium regime (Phillips

1966).

3 M.T";A8UREMENT••S OF MICROSTRUCTURE

3.1 O;tical Tnstrument

The optical instrument consists principally of a light-

source, a telescope, and photomultiplier unit (see Figure 4a).

The instrument is supported on-a carriage between two vertical

circular-arch plates with their geometric centers at the mean

water surface. The rectangular light sheet, produced by the

1 llyht-source, and the axis of the telescope are withtn the same
radial plane. The lenses of the light-box an'! of the telescope

"are focused on the rrnn water ,urface and at the center span of

the vertical. plates, or the center width of the tank. By means

of nprockets and ani endless chain, th'. carriage can be set any-

where along the arch to have the viewing angle of the -ptical

* Inntrument at any desired inclination from the mean water sur-

face. With -such arrangements, the photomultiplier receives re-

flectcd light only when the water surface is normal to the radial
p! plane containing the ligh~t sheet and the telescopic axis.

I
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The cross section of the light sheet is rectangular with a

large length-to-width ratio (20:1) and with its short side

aligned with the direction of measurement the observation plane

within which the instrument traverses. The calibrated slope

response of the optical instrument in this direction is shown

in Figure 4b. The angular tolerance of the instrument to the

water-surface slope in the direction of interest is seen to be

slightly greater than 1 ; the tolerance in the transverse di-

rection is, therefore, about 200.

As shown in Figure 4a, the two vertical plates, joined to-

gether by a base plate, is supported on top of a base ring. The

latter can be rotated to align the observation plane at any de-

sired angle with respect to the wind direction. Measurements

have been conducted in the present experiment along two principal
N

directions: Upwind-downwind and cross-wind.

The focal spot of the telescope on the water surface is

circular, 0.7-mm in diameter. This spot is completely bright

when the water surface is relatively flat and is partially bright

when the curvey water surface reflects part of the impinging

light away from the telescope (see Figure 4c). The width of the

bright portion, 2h , of the spot is related to the surface curv-

ature and the signal intensity is proportional to the ratio be-

tween the bright portion and the total area of the spot. The

curvature response of the instrument, relating signal to curva-
ture, can, therefore, be calculated geometrically and has been

calibrated with reflections from cylindrical surfaces of given

"radii (Wu 1972a); the results are shown in Figure 4c. The
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instrument has the same resp-nse for concave and convex surfaces

having the same magnitude the radius of curvature. This is

achieved by adopting a si ± focal spot for the telescope and

by setting the instrument far enough from the water surface.

The light signal is contin~uous and saturated to a prescribed

level, insensitive to the change of surface curvature, as long

as the angular change of the wavy water surface from one face to

the other is less than the acceptance width of the instrumc A

(about 10). As the angular change increases beyond that, or if

the surface curvature increases further, the signal becomes dis-

continuous. The signal then becomes essentially a light pulse.

The intensity of the signal, or the pulse height, is related to

"the surface curvature; the period of the signal, or the pulse

width, is the time required for a detectable water-surface slope

+ j to make its complete pass under the instrument.

3.2 Experimental Process and Data Acquisition

Two series of experiments have been conducted in the present

s.tudy to measure microstructures of the disturbed surface under

IN' i various wind velocities along both the upwind-downwind and the

crosswind directions. For each wind velocity, the optical ins-

trument was set successively at various angles of inclination

from the mean water surface, and data was taken over a constant

period of four minutes for each inclination. The signal pro-

duced by the reflecting water surface was fed continuously into

a pulse-height analyzer and was sorted automatically according

Sto its.:intonsity into one of the 50 channels of the analyzer;

each channel has a preset intensity band, 1/50 of the saturation

I+ - -' -' -• -- , •.-.-.- ..-.
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voltage of the signal. The output of the analyzer, the intensity

distribution of light pulses accumulated during a constant period

of time for a given instrument inclination, was first traced on

an x-y plotter and later digitized.

A set of sample data on the distribution of pulse height is

shoiwn in Figure 5a. The data are replotted in Figure 5b with the

horizontal axis transformed from the channel number (or voltage)

into the radius of curvature. The lower cutoff radius of curva-

ture (L) of the present optical instrument is marked by a long

vertical line shown on the left in Figure 5b. This cutoff, set

well above the instrument noise, is about 5% of the saturation

voltage of the signal and is about 1.7% of the maximum detectable

radius of curvature. The upper cutoff (i.e., the maximum de-

tectable) radius of curvature is 4 cm. A wavy surface with a

radius of curvature beyond the upper cutoff would be registered

as 4 cm, the cutoff value. Except at very low wind velocity,

less than 2 m/s, the radius of curvature of the water surface

seldom reaches the upper cutoff. The centroid is then deter-

mined of the area, shown in Figure 5b, enclosed by the measured

distribution curve, the horizontal axis, and the lower cutoff

radius of curvature. The calculated centroid (T), indicated in

the same figure, is the average absolute radius of curvature.

Only the absolute value is measured here, because the present

optical instrument, as discussed earlier, does not discriminate

between concave and convex surfaces.

9\
2,a

S•••r ''f * •••• ":' #': • • . . ..•... • ' ' " "" "'• ''' " ": "•'"][•
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4. RESULTS

4.1 Slope Distributions and Root-Mean-Square Slopes

As discussed in the previous section, the optical instru-

ment is set successively, for each wind velocity, at various

angles of inclination. A typical trace of signals automatically

sorted and counted during a four-minute period for one instru-

ment inclination was already shown in Figure 5a. From the

digitized data, the total number of signals for one angle of-

observation can be obtained. Compiling the total number of

signals from various angles accumulated for t.e constant period

Sof time, we hav•e the relative frequency of occurrence, of the

distribution, of the water-surface slope, The distributions ofF upwind-downwind slopes under various wind velocities are plotted

in Figure 6, where the negative sign indicates a windward siope

S and the positive signi indicate;, a leeward slope. The distribu- .

tions of crosswind slopes under various wind velocities are

shown in Figure 7. .. -

For each wina velocity, the. relative frequencies of occur-

rence of various water-surface slopes along both upwind-downwind

arid crosswind directions were. fuuiid to follow very closely nor-

. mal distributions. The data were first integrated to determine

the mean slope, on either side of which The total frequency of

occarrence of± the water-surface slope is the same. This mean

slope is called here the skewness of the slope distribution.

On the basis of the calculated skewness, a Gaussian curve of

one of the followiLng forms is fitted to each set of data accord-

.ing to the least-square principles:
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F 0)21

(e exp ~ l

ff or [3]

-S 1/2_ ____
(2iW )

where the subscripts I and c are referred to the upwind-downwind

and the crosswind components, respectively; f is the frequency

of occurrence of the water-surface slope 0; 0 is the variance of

the data, or the root-mean-square water-surface slope; ° is the

"skewness. The fitted curve is drawn as a continuous line to

each distribution shown in Figures 6 and 7.

The upwind-downwind and the crosswind components of the

,•mean-square surface slope, the'square of the variance, are com-

piled in Figure 8. Both components of the mean-square surface

S "- slope are seen to vary logarithmically with the friction veloc-

ity of the wind. Two straight lines are fitted on the basis of

the least-square principles to the data, excluding the data

point at the lowest wind velocity where the wind boundary layer

is not yet turbulent. The mean-square slopes along both the

upwind-downwind (e) and the crosswind (s') directions can be
expressed, respectively, as

2s 0.01164 £inku.,) 0.17 -' (tang)

[s 0

-- 0,35An(u,) -0.0903 ,s• (tan )•

................
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where u, is expressed in cm/s. The total mean-square slope of

the disturbed surface, ' , is, therefore

0.0769 In(u.) - 0.203 [5]

4.2 Distributions and Averages of Radius of Curvature

The distributions of radii of curvature of the disturbed

surface along both upwind-downwind and crosswind directions were

obtained. The general shape of the distribution curve is shown

in Figure 5b. Because of the limitation on the lower cutoff of

detectable curvature of the instrument, a complete distribution

of radii of curvature, extending to very small radii, cannot be

obtained. The present measurement, however, are sufficient for

d',termining the average radius of curvature. Any uncertainty

on the lower end of the data, the right-hand side of Figure 5b,

would not affect the determination of the centroid of the area

under the distribution curve.

The average radii of curvature observed from various graz-

ing angles, calculated from the distribution curve such as that

shown in Figure 5b, are compiled in Figures 9 and 10; the

upwind-downwind components are shown in Figure 9, and the cross-

wind components in F:igure 10. In both figures, the angular dis-

tribution of average radii of curvature is norma.lized with

respect to its frequoncy of occurrence, or the corresponding

slope distribution. The normalization only involves dividing

the observation angle by the variances of the slope distribu-

tion. Such a stop, relating the average radius of curvature to

,Jn
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its relative frequency of occurrence, is helpful for comparing

results obtained at various wind velocities with different slope

distributions. The relative frequency of occurrence for the

converted scale, on the basis of the standard deviation, is

given by the Gaussian function, shown in Equation [3].

As shown in Figure 9, 'the average radius of curvature in

A the upwind-downwind direct~ion is seen to have its minimum value

at a small but positive viewing angle. The average radius gen-

erally increases when the observation changes continuously from

zero to a negative viewing angle. For positive viewing angles,

the average radius of curvature first decreases to the minimum

value, and then increases when the observation angle increases.
In general, the distribution of the average radii of curvature
is symmetrical in the crosswind direction, and a large radius of

curvature is obtained at a steep observation angle.

Each data point shown in F'igures 9 and 10 is the average

Sradius of curvature measured from a given viewing angle. The

overall average radius of curvature for each wind velocity can,

therefore, be obtained from the grouped data points and their

corresponding frequencies of occurrence. The sum of the products

between data points, and their corrospond:tng frequencies of oc-

currence was first: determined, and then this sum was divided by

the total frequency of occurrence to obtain the overall average

radius of curvature. The results obtained from various wind

veloe:Ltie• and along both upwind-downwind and crosowind direc-

tions, are presented in Figure ii.

S1 r I • !! I,
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As the friction velocity of the wind increases, the overall

average radius of curvature of the disturbed water surface de-

creases. There appears to be no systematic deviation between

the upwind-downwind and the crosswind components. At high wind-

friction velocities with the carrier waves covered by ripples,

the disturbed surface in the present tank is similar to the

air-sea interface. The overall average radius of curvature, in

this case, is seen in Figure 11 to vary with 2/3 power of the

wind-friction velocity. The straight line shown in the figure

corresponds to

r= 42(u,.)-2/3 [6]

where u, is again expressed in cm/s.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1 S)ymmetry of Slope and Curvature Distributions

The skewnesses of the slope distributions, shown in Figures

6 and 7 and discussed earlier, are compiled in Figure 12a. For

each curvature di.- .,'ibution shown in Figures 9 and 10, the first

moment of the radius of curvature, with respect to the zero

slope and weighited according to the frequency of occurrence, was

calculatod. This moment, indicattng the skewness of the distri-

bution of radius of curvature, is compiled in Figure 12b.

The distributions of slopes and curvatures in the crosswind

direction, shown in .,igures 7 and 10, are symmetrical about the

zero slopo, as no directionality of' wavw propagation is involved
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here. The skewnesses of these distributions in the crosswind

direction are seen in Figures 12a and 12b to be nearly zero.

Both distributions, however, are skewed in the upwind-downwind

direction, especially at low-wind velocities. The latter velocity

range falls into the regime where surface tension governs wind-

wave interaction. As reported earlier (Wu 1971a), the skewness

in this regime is due to the presence of parasitic capillaries

on the leeward face of the carrier-wave profile. The skewness

corresponds essentially to the slope of the leeward face of

carrier waves. The slight skewness of the slope distribution

observed at high wind velocities in the gravity-governing regime

of wind-wave interaction is believed (Wu 197lb) to be. due to the

fact that wave breaking occurs near the crest but on the leeward

face of the carrier waves. Very violent wave broaking was ob-

served near the crest of every dominant wave at two of the high-

est wind velocities. The diminishing skewnkoss seen at these two

wind velocities in Figures 12a and 12b may be explained as

three-dimensional roughnesses, or bubbling water surface accomi)-

panying wave breaking, which escape the present optical counting

technique but not the earlier glitter photography (Wu 1971b).

It is noted That such a skewed distribution may cause diff'erent

bickscattering of electro-magnetic waves from the leeward and

the windward faces of carrier waves.

5.2 TIsotyopy of' Microntructure of W1nd-Di..turbed Surface

The ratio between the upwind-downwind and the crosswind

components of the mean-square slope is presented in Figure 13a.

This ratio is seen in the figure to increase with the wind
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velocity first rapidly and then gradually. At very low-wind

velocities,. the parasitic capillaries are the major contributors

of' the mean-square slope. These capillaries are long created

and propagate, generally, along the wind direction; therefore,

the crosswind slope, in this case, is- v4:.1ry small. As the wind

velocity increases, resonant 'Waves are produced. These resonant

waves, longer ones of which carry parasitic capillaries, gener-

ally, propagate at large angles from the wind direction. Coni-

sequently, the crosswind slope becomes relatively more important.

At high wind velocities in the gravity-gcverning regime of wind-

wave interaction, the carrier waves are almost unidirectional.,

but their profiles are well covered by random short waves. In

this case,, the ratio between the crosswind and the upwind-

downwind slopes varies only slightly with the wind velocity and

is seen in Figure 13a to approach asymptotically a value nearly

as high as 3/5.

The ratio between the crosswind and the upwind..downwind

comnponents of' the overall average radius of curvature is shown

Ftigure 1.3b. Although there is some scattering of' tho data,, it

ia clear that this ratio has a value of' unity for all wind vel-

ocities in both reg:Uaeos of wind-wave 'Interaction.

The carrier waves in the pwresent tank are dofinitoly di-

rectionat, propagating prodominanitly along tho direction of' the

wind,* Desrt.oo-bed by the wavo-hoit~ht statistica, the carrier

waves, hiowever, havo only secondary offt'cts un the root-mean-

square tilape of' the. disturbed ,wrface.* The latter, the firs,,t

derivative of wave 1hoight, is dominated by the ripples.
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Consequently, despite the fact that the carrier waves are essen-

tially unidirectional at high wind velocities, the slope statis-

ties are much more-isotropic than the heigh~t statistics. The

stati.stics of surface curvature is seen in IFigure 13b to be

exactly isotropic, because the curvature statistics, the second

.-derivative of wave height. -are dominated by the smallest waves.

In summnary, the present results indicate that the miicro~scopic

structure of wind waves is isotropic.

Cox and Munk (1956) deduced slopes of the sea surface from

the brightness distribution of photographs of sun glitter on

the sea suirface * The -ratio between the crosswind and the upwind-

downwind compljonents of Lhe mean-square n~ea-surface nlope is

plotted in Figure Vi)a, where U 10 is the wind velocity meai~ured

at 10 meters above the meani-sea level (Wu 1972b). Compar'ing~

with Figure 13a, those ratios obtainod from oceanic. data are

similar to those determined f rom .laboratory re-atltts obtained at

high wind velc4cititis in the gravity govorn*ing rteginie of Wti d-

wave interaction. This is undprutandabLe, ao the s;uribaeo-tenaion

governing rogilme existLing it, labor-atory tanks4 at low-wind voice-

i tioq never existJ in the flold (Wu IWO0, 197.2c). Wind-wave

intoractionsq. on ocemitic seales fall into the 1,ravitty-govek'Iing
regjime for all wind veliocities. The ovorall avaraffeo ratio

betw~een the tw-o components of the iirti-aquare son-turf'ace alope
is seen in Fitel~at e bu 3/4, indicating only an approxc-

imate inotroIpic 3jrQ~ki11Vg Of 1tilgh1-0-OqUetICY waves. Limited by

tho width of the tanik, the value of1Lite same ratio, measurpd in

the laboratory, in; only about 3/5. thowe~er., the differen~ce mayj
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be small enough to permit reasonably accurate modeling of the

microstructure of the sea surface in the present facility.

5.3 Saturation of High Frequency Waves

The mean-square surface slopes measured at two different

fetches in the present tank are compared in Figure 8. The

values obtained earlier at a :s;horter fetch (11 m) is seen to

be smaller than that obtained presently at a longer fetch (1i m).

The mean-square slope of the wind disturbed water surface can

be obtained from the directional wave number spectrum T'(i), or
k

sTk2 (k)dR [7)

k
0

where k and ký are wave-number s-caler and vector, renpectively;

k is the wave number at the Gpevtral maximum; k is the nen-0 V

trally stable wave number. Thd latter corresponds to the wave-

length at which the energy input from the wind is balanced by

the energy dis.s.ipation through viscosity. The contribution

trom the wave number range k< k to the mean-square slope is0

neg-,Ligible, while the neutrally -;table wave number s rves as

the upper cutoff.

The increase of' the mean-:;quare slope, observed in Figure 8

for the cane of longer fetch, cannot be accounted for by the

extension of the equilibrium wave spectrum at either low or high

frequency end. Undoubtedly, the carrier waves grow in both

length and height with fetch; however, their contribution to

the mean-square surface slope a- a result of this slight decrease
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of k 0 is negligible. The equilibrium portion of the spectrum

at the longer fetch cannot be expanded to higher frequencies

from that at the shorter fetch, because the friction velocity

of the wind at the longer fetch is even slightly smaller than

that at the shorter fetch (Wu 1973b). Taken together, the pres-

ent results appdar to indicate an overall increase of energy
density over the entire spectrum. In other words, even the

high-frequency portion of the wave spectrum may not be truly

saturated in fetch-limited situations.

5.4 Comparison Between Laboratory and Field Results

Because of the great difference between wind fetches ex-

isting in the wind-wave tank and the field, the friction veloc-

ity rather than the wind velocity is used here as the basis

for comparison of slope data. Adopting a logarithmic wind

profile, the friction velocityfor Cox and Mumk's data can be

calculated from either their own velocity measurements at two

different heights (12.5 and 2.75 m above the mean sea level)

or from the wind velocity measured at 12.5-m elevation and the
1/2

approximate wind-stress-coefficient (C1 o) formula: C 0.5 U-3
X 10 . The friction velocities calculated by means of both

methods are about the same, but the results obtained with the

latter method are ,sed, because the wind velocity measured at

the lower height (2.75 m) may be too close to the water surface

to be free from wave-induced motion, especially at high wind

velocities. The present results and the field data are plotted

versus the friction velocity of the wind in Figure 15.
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The directional wave spectrum in the equilibrium range was

proposed by Phillips (1966),

B -4Gravity range: '(R) = B k

[8]
B -4Capillary range: T(£) 'k

where B and B' are the spectral coefficients for the gravity and

the capillary ranges, respectively. These coefficients were

considered originally to be constant and found recently to be

fetch dependent, Substituting [81 into [7], we have

s B n(kY/k ) + 1' i~n(k V/k) [9]

where k is the wave number where the inluence of surface ten-

sion on wave propagation is negligible. It has becn shown (Wu

1972b) that oceanic slope data (Cox and Munk 1956) are divided

into two groups as illustrated in Figure 1.4b. Gravity waves

are the sole contributor to sea-surface slope at low wind vel-

ocities, with the right-hand side of [9] consisting only of the

first term; both gravity and capillary waves contribute to sea-

surface sloep at high-wind velocities, with the right-hand side

or [9l consisting of both terms. The portion of the oceanic

data fitted by a straLghtlinc in Figurc .15 is the second group.

A straightlne is also drawn to fit the laboratory data in

.'h!ýure 15. It is interesting to see that the fitted line for

the laboratory data with Pontributions from both gravity and

capillary wwves is parallel with the line fitted through the
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oceanic data with the same contributors. This fact appears to

indicate that the spectral coefficients B and B' have a much

larger value in the laboratory tank than in the field.

The results, that the mean-square slopes measured in the

laboratory with short dominant waves are much larger than

those measured in the field with long dominant waves, are con-

sistent with our earlier finding (Wu 1973c). With preexisting

long surface waves, the mean-square slopeý under identical wind-

friction velocity was found to be smaller than without. An

explanation was provided then that the long waves acting like

-- an energy sink prevent the growth of waves of intermediate

lengths. The :latter contribute much more heavily to the mean-

square slope than the longer components.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The present results provide the first complete statistical

description of the microstructure of the wind-disturbed, water

surface. The slope distributions of the surface are very

closely Gaussian along both upwind-downwind and the crosswind

directions. Both slope components ar'e found to vary logarith-

inically with the friction velocity of the wind. Despite the

narrowness of the taerk, the ratio between the crosswind and the

upwind-downwind mean-square slopes reaches as high as 3/5 in

the gravity governing regime of wind-wave interaction. The

ratio between the crosswind and the upwind-downwind components

of the average radius of curvature is unity at all wind veloc-

_:ties indicating that the microstructure of the surface is
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always isotropic. The mean-square slope measured at the shorter

fetch is greater than that obtained at the longer fetch suggest-

ing that even the high-frequency portion of the wave spectrum

is not truly saturated. The laboratory determined mean-square

slope is found to be much larger than the oceanic value. This

is believed to be due to the fact that the long waves absorb

most cf the energy supplied by the wind and prevent the growth

I - of intermediate components.

...
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1 FIGURE I DISTRIBUTIONS OF WIND V/ELOCITIES. Trhe profiles from
j bottom to top were obtained af the order of increasing free-

stream wind velocities. The straight lines are fitted accord-
ing to the least-square prinnciple.
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(a) Optical Instrument: A -Light source, B -Light receiver, C -Carriage, D-Vertical
arch, E -Base ring
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FIGURE 4 - OPTICAL INSTRUMENT AND ITS' SLOPE AND CURVATURE RESPONSES
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